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The history of Talking Tom

Doddy the farmer live in a small Noun .He was very poor and didn't have any money.His crops were not

growing because of the Noun .One day the poor farmer would starve.

Doddy heard the news about some Adjective diamonds that could be worth a million dollars each!"That

will get me rich enough to live a better life", Pronoun thought."I don't want to be a farmer anymore." 

Meanwhile, Tom,a cat that could understand human language and emotions,understood how the farmer was

excited.Tom had been trying to tell the farmer about the shiny things that hurt his feet.

Apparently, they were diamonds,and the farmer didn't notice.

One day,the Farmer went away to search for the diamonds and left the animals all alone."Will he ever

understand me?",thought Tom."Don't worry"said Proper Noun ,Toms best friend.The animals were on

their own now,and they would Adverb if the farmer didn't come back.Could things get worse?

One day,things really got worse.A tornado came and swept the whole farm,the food and several animals away.

Luckily,there was still a few diamonds left on the ground.Unluckily,many animals died,except for Tom,

Proper Noun and ABC04542,a hacked sheep.

One



day,the farmer the Farmer returned and the animals could see that he was sad and didn't find

any precious minerals.Tom Verb - Past Tense and jumped in front of the farmer with a diamond in his paw.

The farmer didn't even notice.The farmer thought his cat was mad.

Suddenly,the farmer had a great idea.He could create a video game about his mad,weird,jumping

cat.Talking Tom,it was.The game was a success so the farmer decided to put Angela in it.

Number years later, the farmer sold his rebuilt farm to another guy.The farmer went to live in the city

and lived a Adjective life.Meanwhile,the guy who bought the farm discovered the diamonds and got very

,very rich.
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